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ABSTRACT Breast ultrasound image segmentation is the foundation of the diagnosis and treatment of
breast cancer. The level set method is widely used for medical image segmentation. However, it remained
a challenge for traditional level set methods because they cannot fully understand the tumor regions
with complex characteristics by only low-level features. Considering that contextual features can provide
complementary discriminative information to low-level features, this paper proposed a contextual level set
method for breast tumor segmentation. Firstly, an encoder-decoder architecture network such as UNet is
developed to learn high-level contextual features with semantic information. After that, the contextual level
set method has been proposed to incorporate the novel contextual energy term. The proposed term has the
ability to embed the high-level contextual knowledge into the level set framework. The learned contextual
features with semantic information can provide more discriminative information, which has been directly
associated with category labels, instead of the original intensity. Therefore, it is robust to serious intensity
inhomogeneity, which is helpful to improve segmentation performance. The experiments had taken place
with the help of three databases, which indicates that the proposedmethod outperformed traditional methods.

INDEX TERMS Breast ultrasound images, contextual feature, level-set method, tumor segmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION
As one of the second-highest causes of death among women,
breast cancer has been marked as one of the fatal diseases that
exist.

IARC statistics quote that worldwide nearly 25% of
patients are of breast cancer, among all other types of cancer
patients. This tumor is quite severe in terms of its diag-
nosis, and women majorly experience this medical failure
globally [1]. It has been proven in multiple campaigns that
early detection of breast cancer can increase the probabil-
ity of survival among patients. For early diagnosis, medical
imaging plays an important role. The images from ultrasound
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are commonly used to identify and classify mass abnormal-
ities rather than other methods like mammography [2]. This
methodology has proved to be accurate, fast, and economi-
cal. Hence, it has been recommended to use the ultrasound
technique to monitor any early breast cancer signs.

Automatic tumor segmentation is the foundation of the
diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer. Many methods have
been proposed for this task.Compared with other methods,
the level set framework has some advantages, such as the
ability to represent contours/surfaces with complex topology
and naturally changing their topology. Therefore, it has been
widely used for medical image segmentation.

However, the challenge arises for traditional level set
methods to segment complex ultrasound images. The tra-
ditional level-set methods detect edges according to the
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FIGURE 1. Segmentation samples of Level-set.

low-level features. These features include texture, intensity,
and many other relevant properties. However, a problem does
occur with such traditional methods, i.e., a lack of distinction
in understanding tumor regions because of intensity inho-
mogeneity. This usually arises because low-level features
cannot distinguish between tumors and their relative non-
homogenous surroundings due to the unavailability of suf-
ficient discriminative information.

Fig.1 gives several segmentation examples of level-set [3];
it can be seen that level-set fails to generate smooth segmenta-
tion because some tumor pixels are segmented as background
incorrectly in the presence of severe intensity inhomogeneity.

Considering that contextual features provide complemen-
tary discriminative information to low-level features [4], [5],
a novel contextual level-set method has been proposed for
breast tumor segmentation.

This proposition involves two phases: (1) High-level con-
textual feature learning. An encoder-decoder network is
developed so that contextual features could be understood
clearly and easily. We have chosen this because, on the
one hand, the encoder extracts multi-level features smoothly.
On the other hand, un-sampling is performed in gradual steps
by the decoder to restore resolutions. In addition to this,
the decoder also integrates multi-level features to form con-
textual features. An upgraded level of data could be collected
from contextual features, which has been associated with
category labels, instead of the original intensity [6]. There-
fore, the contextual feature is insensitive to severe intensity
inhomogeneity.

(2) Segmentation with the incorporation of high-level
contextual information. A contextual energy term has also
been introduced in the level-set formulation, which is a dif-
ferent approach from conventional level-set methods. This
approach contains a distinct ability to integrate high-level
contextual knowledge to our level-set formulations. The
high-level contextual knowledge that is generated responds
strongly to intensity inhomogeneity. Hence, noisy labels have
smoothened that cater to improved performance of the over-
all segmentation. We conducted the experiments on three
datasets consisting of one private and two public, containing
186, 163, and 780 images, respectively, of breast ultrasound,
compiled from multiple ultrasonic devices.

II. RELATED WORK
This section aims to discuss the previous work that has
already been done in this particular area. Popularly, the
level-set segmentation method qualifies to be robust in the
presence of noise and can simplify complex topological
changes. A common problem that arises in applications of
medical image segmentation is that of intensity inhomogene-
ity. To handle such an issue, Wang et al. [7] presented a level
set method that analyzed intensities in the local region. The
level-set method had its foundations dependent onmulti-scale
segmentation.

Balla-Arabé et al. [8] used FCM and LBM solver to resolve
the issue of intensity inhomogeneity. Dong et al. [9] and
Wang et al. [10] had also put forward a methodology to sync
intensities from local and global sources to cope with the
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FIGURE 2. Contextual Level-set Method framework.

issues arising from non-homogenous behavior of intensities.
The local source was responsible for directing intensities to
the non-uniform area while the global source performs a con-
trary function for uniform intensities. Bui et al. [11] have used
Random decision forests to obtain a pre-divided classification
of images to start processing the level-set method. This will
refine the segmentation results for lymph node ultrasound
images to tackle the problem of intensity inhomogeneity of
images and poor-quality contrasts.

Li. et al. had also put forward that with the integration of
spatial fuzzy clustering, the level-set method could achieve
more vigorous segmentation results [12].Zhang. et al. also
points towards the fact that each inhomogeneous object needs
to be treated by Gaussian distribution having variant mean
and variances. Furthermore, for each local region, these
would form statistical energies, respectively. The energy
consists of level-set function, bias field, and true signal of
the application object, represented by a constant [13], [14].
Huang et al. [15] has forwarded a level-set method, based
on edges and regions using information from a local source
of images. Li. et al. introduced a local clustering assump-
tion and bias field estimation in the level set method. This
was [3] to improvise the overall performance of the done
segmentation. Using the local clustering assumption [3],
Ivanovska et al. [16] classified the level-set function with
the convexification method’s help. The energy levels were
lowered down using the Split Bregman method to achieve the
global minimum.

These methods’ specialty revolves around the fact that
they can deal with intensity inhomogeneity problems via

manually designed prior. In contrast, cases of complex imag-
ing cause irregular distribution. This becomes a rather dif-
ficult situation to grasp information effectively, even with
manual prior learning. Let us consider an example: In the
real world, complex images might not demonstrate the local
clustering assumption because the intensity variation could
occur in the local region for complex images. Xi et al. [17]
proposed a prior learning model and embedded the learned
model into the level set. However, prior learning is based
on the low-level features that result in limited performance
improvement.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
As observed in Fig. 2, the general architecture for the pro-
posed contextual level set method has been shown. By seeing
the figure, it could be seen that our proposed method mainly
contains two stages. This method’s initial step is to train
neural networks based on the encoder-decoder model [18].
The model utilizes UNet as a building block to gain knowl-
edge about intrinsic features of breast tissues to generate a
contextual feature map.The encoder-decoder model has been
used because of its better performance than other methods
to restore the contextual feature map. Tracking pixels that
respond to tumors ultimately leads to an improvement in the
process of segmentation.

The second phase proceeds based on the proposed level-
set method, used for segmentation. Combining our segmen-
tationmethod and the encoder-decoder model for feature map
generation removes user involvement in tumor identification.
On the other hand, it provides an automated approach for
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FIGURE 3. Visualization of contextual feature map.

breast tumor segmentation. The function of energy for this
contextual level-set model has been established to incorporate
the learned contextual features that are robust to intensity
inhomogeneity. The high-level contextual features from the
encoder-decoder network reserve a significant role in evolv-
ing level-set function, resulting in more accurate segmenta-
tion results.

A. HIGH-LEVEL CONTEXTUAL FEATURES LEARNING
During the current times, it has been observed that deep
learning methodologies are forming its roots in core areas
that integrate computer visuals. Effective contextual fea-
tures’ visual results have better performance than those
obtained by conventional methods [4], [19]–[22]. Thesemod-
ern methods represent the encoder-decoder as an integral
network architecture to learn pixel-wise contextual features
[4], [19]–[22]. Therefore, in this paper, we have developed an
encoder-decoder architecture for contexture feature learning.

The encoder-decoder network is comprised of two main
components; encoder and decoder (as seen in Fig. 2). The
encoder aims to learn significant features using the first
13 convolutional layers of the VGG-16 [23]. The kernel
size for convolution layers and deconvolution layers is set
to 3 x 3 following VGG-16 architecture because of image
recognition. Kernel size for both convolution layers and
deconvolution layers must be kept same for assuring the
network input and network output to bear similar results.

Each convolutional layer contains a 3 × 3 kernel and
generates feature maps via convolution operation. Then
these feature maps are further processed by an element-wise
rectified-linear Unit (ReLU), which serves as an activation
(non-linear) function to extract features that exhibit non-
linear changes for the given input. After that, the max-pooling
layer reduces the feature map sizes and retain robust rotation
information. There are five max-pool layers that have a 2× 2
window-size along with a stride-size of 2. In the encoder,
convolutional layers extract the local details, while the max-
pooling layers extract global features. The spatial resolution
of the input image reduces to 32 times after the extraction of
features.

The decoder is developed using un-pooling, deconvolution
operations, and skip-layers to obtain the same resolution level

from the input image. The un-pooling is done to expand the
view of the resolution of feature maps. The deconvolution
layers perform a related operation as the encoder. The skip
layers are responsible for forwarding each pooling layer’s
feature-maps at the encoder side to link it with relative feature
maps at the decoder side. This is done to restore the spatial
details that have been lost during max pooling.

At the end of this process, a 1 × 1 convolution layer
generates the contextual feature map following U-Net [20]
and Google Inception [24] in the network’s decoder side,
compared to the traditional fully connected layer. The
1 x 1 convolution layer contains the channels of an input
image (features) into a single channel. The use of the con-
volution layer at the end reduces the prediction time during
testing. Another reason to choose a 1 x 1 convolution layer is
its efficient feature pooling and high-performance computa-
tional operations, with the ability to deplete in dimensions.

A visualization of the generated contextual feature map
can be observed in Fig. 3, following serious intensity inho-
mogeneity. Nevertheless, the learned contextual feature is
independent of intensity. It can distinguish them from the
background, which contributes to the improvement of perfor-
mance ultimately.

B. CONTEXTUAL LEVEL-SET METHOD (CLS)
In level-set framework, the segmentation problem could be
categorized as an advancement of the contour, represented by
zero level-set function (x,y,t). Zero level contour is responsi-
ble for the division of domains of an image into two broad
regions: φ(x, y, t) > 0 for pixel (x, y) inside the contour
and φ(x, y, t) < 0 for pixel (x, y) outside the contour.
With the determination of level-set function catering minimal
energy function, image segmentation’s objective could be
achieved [25], [26].

To embed the high-level contextual information into the
model of level-set, a novel energy function F is given as
follows:

F = α + χ + C (1)

It is composed of three terms: α represents an intensity fitting
term that calculates contour for tumor boundary with the
evaluation of surrounding intensities. χ defines a contextual
energy term that ensures the final segmentation results are
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closer to learned high-level context feature maps. It further
improves segmentation performance by using high-level con-
textual features, which will make it more robust for inhomo-
geneous intensity. C represents the regularization term.

Li et al. [3] proposed that the intensity clustering and bias
field property can improve the ultrasound image’s segmen-
tation results. With this inspiration; the introduction of bias
field (b) and the original image (I) can be written as:

I = bJ + n (2)

Here I represents the observed image, b is the bias field, J
means the true image, and n is additive noise. Regarding
Eq. (2), our intensity fitting term for pixel (x, y) can be
written as:

α =

∫
�

(I (x, y)− b(x, y)J (x, y))2∂x∂y (3)

In the above equation, � refers to the image domain, and
I: � −→ R denotes image in the gray level. Here, we follow
the assumptions utilized in the work of Li et al. [3], to inte-
grate the intensity clustering property of local intensity due to
the bias field into our segmentation model. (a)The bias field b
gradually changes. Now we understand that at any point d in
a circularly surrounded region, radius r is centered at point e.

Hence, e ε � can be defined as:Oe
a

= {d : |d−e| 6 r} The
bias field b values for all points d in a circular surrounding
region Oe are almost similar at any point of e. Hence b(d) ≈
b(e). (b) A true image J for N disjoint regions �1, . . . , �N
takes N distinct constant values c1, . . . , cN , respectively.
In light of the above statements, we can rewrite Eq. (3) as:

α =

∫
(
N∑
i=1

∫
K (e− d)(I (d)− b(e)ci)2∂d)∂e (4)

where Kernel function K(e-d)has represented the Gaussian
truncated function defined as K(e-d) = 1 if point d is not a
neighbor of point e else K(e-d) = 0.

Thus, the level set functionφ, the vector c, and the bias field
b show intensity variables denoted by α, which can, therefore,
be represented as α(φ, c, b). From (4), the intensity fitting
terms could be written as:

α(φ, c, b) =
∫ N∑

i=1

Pi(d)Mi(φ(d))∂d (5)

where P is the function defined as,

Pi(d) =
∫
(K (e− d)(I (d)− b(e)ci)2)∂e (6)

The energy χ for contextual energy term can be given as:

χ =

N∑
i=1

∫
�i

(P(d)− ci)2∂d (7)

Adding contextual feature map to Pi(d) results into:

Pi(d) = I21K − 2ciI (b ∗ K )+ c2i (b
2
∗ K )+ c2i − 2ciIc + I2c

(8)

Pi(d) = I21K − 2ci[I (b ∗ K )+ Ic]+ (b2 ∗ K + 1)c2i (9)

In the above equation, P(d) denotes the probability of pixel d
associated with the tumor, according to contextual feature
learner. The term χ makes sure that the achieved segmen-
tation results are closer to the obtained contextual feature
with semantic information. This is not dependent on intensity.
Hence, the proposed contextual level-set model acts strongly
to the inhomogeneous behavior of intensities. The energy in
the level-set formulation can, therefore, be rewritten as:

F(φ, c, b) = α(φ, c, b)+ χ (φ, c)+ ϒ(φ)+ ϑ(φ) (10)

where,

α(φ, c, b) =
∫ N∑

i=1

Pi(d)Mi(φ(d))∂d (11)

χ (φ, c) =
N∑
i=1

∫
(P(d)− ci)2Mi(φ(d))∂d (12)

ϒ(φ) =
∫
|

h
H (φ(d))|∂d (13)

ϑ(φ) =
∫
ρ(|

h
(φ(d))|)∂d (14)

φ denotes the level-set function. The level-set function splits
the image domain into two disjoint regions i.e. �1 =

{φ(d) > 0} and �2 = {φ(d) < 0} that represents the tumor
itself and the relative background in an image. These regions
are characterized by their membership functions respectively
i.e. M1(φ) = H (φ) and M2(φ) = 1 − H (φ) where H is
Heaviside function [27]. In Eq. (13), ϒ(φ) calculates the arc
length for level-set (zero level contour), that is responsible
to smoothen the curve [3]. In Eq.(14), ϑ(φ) is the distance
regularization term proposed in DRLSE [28].

This term eliminates the necessity for costly
re-initialization process. Segmentation results could be
obtained by estimating the level-set function values through
minimizing the energy, shown in Eq. (6). φ,c,b values are
determined by using the same optimization process used by
Li et al. [3] given in equation 15 and 16. The optimization
process used to determine c is given in equation 17.

∂φ

∂t
=−δ(φ)(p1−p2)+νδ(φ)div(

∇φ

∇φ
)+µdiv(dp(∇φ)∇φ)

(15)

where ∇ is the gradient operator, div(.) is the divergence

operator, and the function dp is defined as dp(s)
a

=
p′(s)
s

b =
(IJ (1)) ∗ K
J (2) ∗ K

(16)

where J (1) =
∑N

i=1 ciui, J
2
=

∑N
i=1 c

2
i ui and ui(d) =

Mi(φ(d)) Note that the convolutions with a kernel function
K in (12) confirms the slowly varying property of the derived
optimal estimator b of the bias field.

ci =

∫
[(b ∗ K )I + Ic]ui∂e∫
(b2 ∗ K + 1)ui∂e

(17)
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where i = 1,. . . ,N with ui(e) = Mi(φ(e)) The energy
minimization can be achieved by the iterative optimization.
In each iteration, weminimize the energy with respect to each
of its variables φ,c,b provided the other two variables have
been updated in the previous iteration

IV. EXPERIMENT
A. DATASET DESCRIPTION
To evaluate the reliability of our model, experiments have
taken place on three datasets. Dataset I (Private) – QHSP:
The dataset is constructed with the help of the Qianfoshan
Hospital of Shandong Province. It consists of 186 breast
ultrasound grayscale images with the tumor. Among them,
135 cases are from benign tumors, and the remaining 51 cases
are from a malignant tumor. The images are taken from four
different devices (ALOKA α 10, AplioXG, GE LOGIQ E7,
and SIEMENS Sequoia 512) in the presence of technically
skilled staff. The radiologists were responsible for delineating
the tumors manually.

Dataset II (Public) – UDIAT: The dataset is constructed
in the UDIAT Diagnostic Centre of the Parc Taulí Corpo-
ration, Sabadell, Spain [29]. The images are taken with a
Siemens ACUSON Sequoia C512 system 17L5 HD linear
array transducer (8.5 MHz). This sample size had 163 images
with a mean image size of 760× 570 pixels (with a nominal
pixel size of 0.084mm). These images are further classified
into 110 images with benign lesions and 53 with malignant
lesions. The credible radiologists delineated the lesions.

Dataset III (Public) – BHEDTWC: This data was collected
from Baheya Hospital for Early Detection and Treatment
of Women’s Cancer, Cairo (Egypt) in 2018 [30]. For the
collection of this dataset, they took 600 female patients.
It consisted of 780 images with a standardized image size of
500*500 pixels. The images have been classified into three
classes; normal, benign, and malignant, with 133, 437, and
210 images respectively for each category. The scanning pro-
cess took place in instruments such as the LOGIQ E9 ultra-
sound system and LOGIQ E9 Agile ultrasound system.

B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
In the experiment that has been done by us, all the images
have been normalized and transformed into grayscale images
in the pre-processing image phase. It had to be made sure that
this process was performed before forwarding it to the neural
network.We adopt the encoding-decoding structure (UNet) in
our proposed model as a foundation network for contextual
feature learning. The image dataset has been divided into
two broad types of training data and testing data. The size of
the dataset is small in the first two datasets. Therefore, data
augmentation (in-place-data-augmentation) is performed by
doing rotation, horizontal flips, shearing, zooming, and crop-
ping. This is done to train our network on different perspec-
tives and also able to handle noise. Hence, data augmentation
creates batches with real-time data augmentation that train
models onmore than 91,000 transformed images for the given

dataset to avoid overfitting. Here, Adam optimizer has been
used. The learning rate has also been set to 1e−5. The compu-
tation platforms used include NVIDIA TITAN XP 12G and
Intel Xeon Gold 5115 2.4G, respectively.

C. EVALUATION
The contextual level-set method results have been analyzed
under six metrics to estimate our derived method’s per-
formance successfully. These metrics are Accuracy (Acc),
Sensitivity or True Positive rate (TP), Specificity or True
Negative rate (TN), Jaccard coefficient (Jaccard), F1-score,
and Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR):

Acc =
|(Tm ∩ Tl) ∪ (Bm ∩ Bl)|

|Tm ∪ Bm|
(18)

Sensitivity(TP) =
|Tm ∩ Tl |
|Tm|

(19)

Specificity(TN ) =
|Bm ∪ Bl |
|Bm|

(20)

Jacc =
|Tm ∩ Tl |
|Tm ∪ Tl |

(21)

F1− score = 2 ∗
Precision ∗ Recall
Precision+ Recall

(22)

where

Precision =
Tm ∪ Tl

|(Tm ∪ Tl) ∩ (Tm ∪ Bl)
(23)

Recall =
Tm ∪ Tl

|(Tm ∪ Tl) ∩ (Bm ∪ Tl)
(24)

PSNR(O, S) = 10log10(
MAX2

MSE(O, S)
) (25)

where

MSE(O, S) =
1
mn

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(Oij − Sij)2 (26)

Here Tm is the Tumor region observed by manual segmenta-
tion and Tl is the Tumor region observed by our method. The
same can be represented for Bm and Bl where B represents
the background of the image.

In the PSNR equation, O represents the image’s ground
truth, and S denotes the segmented image with both size
m x n. MAX value represents the maximum value for the size
of a given image.

D. OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS
To ensure the effectiveness of the encoder-decoder network
as an optimization method for CLS. Here we present the
test that evaluates the Particle Swam optimization method’s
performance as a CLS optimization method. Particle swarm
optimization (PSO) is a well-known bioinspired mechanism
for its global optimization ability based on swarm intelli-
gence. PSO, compared to the genetic algorithm (GA), can
cluster more quickly and computationally cheap. PSO works
on the mechanism of finding global optimum from the image
pixels.
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FIGURE 4. PSO vs Encoder-Decoder optimization comparison for CLS.

TABLE 1. Quantitative evaluation of CLS on multiple datasets.

According to Fig. 4, encoder-decoder-based optimized
CLS achieved better segmentation performance on every
evaluation metric. It can be seen from the results that PSO
optimization results are closer to accuracy and specificity;
however, it shows lower performance on other quantitative
measures. This signifies the proposed optimization strategy’s
ability to prevent incorrect segmentation.

E. EFFECTIVENESS OF CONTEXTUAL FEATURES
1) QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
In this experiment, we try to validate the performance of
CLS. For this purpose, we perform experiments on three
different datasets: QHSP (Qianfoshan Hospital of Shandong
Province), UDIAT (UDIAT Diagnostic Centre of the Parc
Taulí Corporation), and BHEDTWC (Baheya Hospital for
Early Detection and Treatment ofWomen’s Cancer) on breast
ultrasound tumor.We have used six different metrics to evalu-
ate our proposedmodel’s quantitative virtues to attain optimal
results. The results depicted in Table 1. have been divided
into two sections. One section has been specified for a benign
tumor while the other has a malignant tumor.

With the comparison of results for all datasets, our
proposed method has demonstrated adequate performance,

in terms of both F1-score and IoUmetrics on both private and
public datasets. In the case of a private dataset, all the metrics
have shown a significant increase for a malignant tumor.
Moreover, UDIAT has demonstrated the highest performance
on all metrics for a benign tumor. The overall performance
differences in both benign andmalignant tumors are minimal.
Lastly, we notice from the results that our proposed method
achieves a robust performance on both types of datasets;
small and large.

2) QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
Fig.5 highlights some examples for comparing our proposed
methodwith the level-set method, as observed visually. These
examples show different intensity inhomogeneity images
from benign and malignant tumors, where tumor and back-
ground regions overlap. These closely related regions can
majorly affect the overall segmentation accuracy of the
level-set.

The contextual feature map was generated with high-level
semantic information, which is not dependent on intensity.
In our general observation, neighbor pixels have a similar
semantic label [6]. Hence, the contextual feature map pro-
duced could be regarded as the semantic label map, which
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FIGURE 5. Several segmentation examples of CLS.

FIGURE 6. ROC curve for CLS and other benchmark methods.

can smoothen noisy labels caused by severe intensity inho-
mogeneity. Therefore, embedding the contextual information
has been helpful to improve segmentation performance. This
shows that our proposed model has consistently produced
precise segmentation in non-homogenous regions, having
sharp edges and precise details.

F. COMPARISON WITH DIFFERENT METHODS
In this experiment performed by us, the proposed method
CLS against 12 highly commendable methods includ-
ing: dynamic active contour namely Local Binary Fit-
ting Model (LBF) [31], Level-set method [3], Prior

Knowledge Learning-Level-set (PKL-LS) [17], learning-
based methods(MLF1 [32], MLF2 [33]), region grow-
based method(RG [34]) and deep learning-based methods,
FCN-16 [35], FCN-32 [35], UNet [20], PSPNET [36],
SegNet [18], DeepLab v3 [37]. A quantitative analysis is
performed on malignant and benign tumors, as presented
in Table. 2. The accuracy of our proposed method comes out
to be 98% and 96% for benign and malignant tumors, respec-
tively. Table. 2 has shown that CLS has achieved significant
performance improvement compared to other methods.

To formulate the segmentation task into a binary classi-
fication task, learning-based methods are used commonly.
However, it is challenging to train an accurate classifier for
pixel classification because serious intensity inhomogeneity
can manipulate data distribution. There is difficulty devel-
oping an effective growth rule for the region growing-based
method to manage the intensity inhomogeneity problem.
Although with PKL-LS, the prior learned knowledge pro-
ceeds to the level set, it is difficult for a shallowmodel to learn
effectively about images with serious intensity inhomogene-
ity. The dynamic snake active contour model outperforms by
breaking down the images with complex targets into several
smaller targets [31]. The local binary fitting model [31] uti-
lizes local image information to identify the targeted object.
However, CLS has achieved more consistent results by tak-
ing advantage of contextual information, shown in Fig. 6.
We can notice from the ROC curve in Figure 6, CLS gets a
significant altitude, achieving a very robust performance and
significantly overtaking other deep learning methods.
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TABLE 2. Segmentation Results of different methods on Benign and Malignant Tumor.

FIGURE 7. Segmentation results of different methods on device AplioXG.

FIGURE 8. Segmentation results of different methods on device
ALOKA α 10.

G. ROBUSTNESS OF CLS
To understand our proposed model’s robustness, we fur-
ther test our method on four types of ultrasound machines.
Fig. 7 to Fig. 10 show segmentation results of different

FIGURE 9. Segmentation results of different methods on device GE
LOGIC E7.

methods for a dataset, collected from sources of multiple
ultrasound machines. The quantitative results indicate clearly
that CLS results perform better than other conventional meth-
ods. The characteristics of captured images from various
devices are different due to imaging factors such as individual
devices’ parameters. As shown in these figures, the conven-
tional methods are sensitive to the device.

Consider an example: MLF1 can achieve better IoU and
F1-score than RG on device AplioXG. However, RG outper-
forms MLF1 on the remaining devices.

Apart from conventional and deep learning techniques,
methods experience some performance variation on different
devices. Our proposed approach has excelled in performance
in all the devices that have been used. Different devices
with low-level variant feature such as intensity, texture, etc.
affect the strength of obtained images in traditional methods.
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FIGURE 10. Segmentation results of different methods on device
SIEMENS Sequoia 512.

However, the learned high-level contextual feature is inde-
pendent of these low-level features, achieving robust segmen-
tation results.

V. CONCLUSION
Apart from conventional level set methods that use low-level
features, this paper proposed a contextual level set method
that uses high level discriminative contextual features for
breast tumor segmentation. Firstly, the encoder-decoder has
been developed to learn contextual features with semantic
information. Then, a novel level set has been designed with
the introduction of contextual energy term. This term aims
to embed the high-level contextual knowledge into the level
set framework. The contextual features provide high-level
semantic information, which has been related to category
labels, rather than original intensity. Therefore, it is robust
to intensity inhomogeneity, which is helpful to improve seg-
mentation performance. We also conducted experiments on
both public and private databases, and the experiment results
prove that the proposed method outperformed traditional
methodologies.

We also focus on extending the proposed framework
on other medical segmentation applications such as MRI,
CT, etc.
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